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Neustar® Networking Solutions
Increase Delivery Performance

Boost Efficiency and Profits
SOLUTIONS TO ENSURE YOU
• Reduce Operating Costs
• Flexible Solutions that Scale
• Leverage Unequalled
Networking Expertise

Telephone numbers, SIM serial numbers, IMSIs and IP addresses are the core
customer data that carriers need to manage across the numbering, ordering,
and routing supply. With the addition of next-generation networks, such as
IMS Core and 4G, the breadth of services carriers can provide is much more
expansive – as are the data and processes needed to support them across
hybrid networks.
Neustar offers solutions that help you to bring up new, profitable services while
ensuring that there are no disruptions to essential network traffic:

Neustar’s NumberManager™

A Service Management System upgraded with NumberManager can coordinate
and provision all the number portability subscription updates that the NPAC
sends. Networks equipped with this application will receive all the data needed
to properly route calls to ported and pooled numbers. The NumberManager
application also maintains a mirror of the database, including recent porting
history information which provides critical information for customer care and
billing applications.

Pathfinder

Pathfinder provides global number port discovery to assist routing of SMS
messages and telephone numbers, alleviating concerns about the increasing
cost and complexity involved by providing a price competitive, reliable service
with worldwide coverage.

www.neustar.biz/carrier-services

Carrier Services
Multimedia Interconnect Services (MMIS)

Communications Service
Providers depend on
Neustar to
• Increase margins
• Drive and manage growth
• Reduce costs

MMIS enables service providers to implement and manage policies for the
intelligent and efficient routing of IP traffic between networks. Providers can
easily direct traffic at the address level so they can control route, costs, and
capabilities. MMIS provides a flexible platform that creates new revenue
opportunities for Voice, Video, and IP multimedia applications, reduces
operating costs, and simplifies network interconnection.
Neustar offers routing solutions that transform your infrastructure into an
efficiently orchestrated service delivery engine. We automate the workflows,
reporting and interface change management to reduce revenue losses and
maximize profits with greater efficiency in delivering multi-partner, valueadded services.

Learn More
For more information Call +1.877.831.3984
Visit www.neustar.biz/carrier-services
Email solutionsteam@neustar.biz

About Neustar
Neustar, Inc., (NYSE: NSR) is a trusted, neutral provider of real-time information and analysis to the Internet, telecommunications, entertainment, advertising and
marketing industries throughout the world. Neustar applies its advanced, secure technologies in routing, addressing and authentication to its customers’ data to
help them identify new revenue opportunities and network efficiencies, and institute cybersecurity and fraud protection measures. More information is available
at www.neustar.biz.
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